Shelsley Walsh Reg Philips Meeting 3 July 2021
With a weather forecast that was
warning of repeated bands of rain, it
was with some trepidation that 10
singles and the Elva 200 of Mark and
Russell Haynes set up in the allotted
sheds of the paddock.

Alistair waits warming the car.
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The meeting started promptly at 09.00 and we were scheduled towards the end of
the last batch. Able to start in the sheds and then approach the start with little delay
was much appreciated. With a really wet course no one knew what grip to expect,
indeed getting away from the start was a big hurdle, especially for the swing axle
cars of Jan and Mike. Uncharacteristically, Max spun entering the esses and missfires stopped Alistair getting much beyond Kennel. Everyone else made it to the top.
By mid morning the conditions had improved and it was now largely dry so the times
improved dramatically. John was easily quickest followed by Fin and then a gap back
to everyone else. Alistair did not run as he struggled to fix his problem.
Proceedings had moved on apace, to the extent that the organisers were able to
move the first of the event runs before lunch, partly out of concern for the weather.
On what was now a fully dry track Fin managed to dip under 40 seconds and a shade
back were John and Jan. Stuart's clutch let him down on the start.

Jan prepares to start.
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After a short lunch break, during which Alistair discovered a bent valve when he lifted
the head in his search for the cause of his problem, and with the weather remaining
dry, the second competition run got underway. However, as we sat in the cars
awaiting the signal to go to the start, the rain reappeared, soaking the track once
more! Max was particularly unlucky as the primary chain failed just before the finish
line. Meanwhile, Mark and Russell Haynes in the Elva had been quietly knocking out
good times, Russell doing especially well with a sub 36 second time on run 1. As a
double driven car, Mark was fortunate to miss the shower before the second run but
Russell joined us in the wet. On the finishing straight he was very lucky when a
pigeon narrowly missed his helmet, forcing him to slow and duck!
However, it was just a brief shower, stopping before we completed our second climb,
and as proceedings had moved along rapidly, MAC offered all competitors the
opportunity of a third run. This was an offer most of us took up, John, Jan and Stuart
being the exception and Max not having time to fix the chain. The recorded times
were not bad all things considered, Fin 40.94, Will 42.96, Andy 44.97, Mike 44.70
and Richard 45.25.
Thus shortly after 4pm the meeting drew to a close giving us plenty of time to check
the cars over for the Sunday competition and Alistair to complete his engine change.
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Results
Run 1

Run 2

Best

Fin Mackintosh

Cooper Mk XI Norton

39.45

45.65

39.45

John Dent

Cooper Mk VIII JAP

40.22

47.75

40.22

Jan Nycz

Staride Mk III Norton

40.43

52.76

40.43

Max Mackintosh

Cooper Mk VI JAP

41.25

48.19

41.25

Will Irving

Cooper Mk IX JAP

42.12

47.39

42.12

Andy Raynor

Cooper Mk V Norton

42.52

48.67

42.52

Mike Wood

Iota CB2 JAP

42.73

52.49

42.73

Richard Robarts

Cooper Mk IV JAP

Stuart Barnes

Iota P1 01 JAP

Alistair Dent

Hornet JAP

44.04

50.19

44.04

----

56.47

56.47

No runs

Twins / Juniors
Russell Haynes

Elva 200

35.89

48.57

35.89

Mark Haynes

Elva 200

38.65

38.80

38.65

